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Community Land Bill 2015 
	  Key Issues for Consideration by Legislator
  

	  
  

 

The enactment of a law to govern community land is one of the most 
important steps in actualizing the land policy reforms initiated by 
Sessional Paper No. 3 of 2009 on National Land Policy and the land 
provisions (Chapter Five) of the Constitution of Kenya 2010.  For 
communities living in the ASALs, enactment of a Community Land Act 
will signify a major achievement in securing communal land ownership 
that remains critical to pastoral and agro-pastoral livelihoods.  This brief 
reviews the draft of the Bill currently before Parliament (the Bill has to 
be passed by both the National Assembly and the Senate as it has been 
certified to affect counties) and identifies key issues that legislators 
should take up with a view to ensuring that the law when enacted shall 
deliver the promised security of tenure for community land holdings. 
 

Purpose of the legislation: beware of 
competing imperatives 
	  

Adaptation Consortium through 
funding from DFID support county governments 
in Kitui, Makueni, Wajir, Garissa and Isiolo to 
mainstream climate adaptation and set up 
mechanisms to access climate finance (from 
global, national and private sources) for 
adaptation investments prioritised by local 
communities. 
 
Policy Pointers 
• Incorporation of the community for purpose 

of holding community land. The stipulation 
that communities should register under the 
Societies Act should be reconsidered.	  
	  

• Powers of the Cabinet Secretary over 
community land should be defined in a 
manner that does not undermine the 
devolution imperatives contained in Fourth 
Schedule of the Constitution. 

 
• Orderly evolution of community land law: 

should be a major focus of the Community 
Land Act.   

 
• Transactions in community land including 

negotiations of investment contracts should 
clearly be stipulated to be subject to 
oversight by the entire community and 
subject to the approval by the majority of its 
members through clearly stipulated 
procedures. 
 

	  

Consistent with the intent and spirit of the National Land Policy and the 
Constitution, enactment of the Community Land Act is aimed at 
achieving, among others, the following four critical objectives, namely: 

1. Legal  recognit ion of  community  land as  a  means of  
protect ing and securing community  land r ights – in 
this connection it is important to keep in mind that community 
land already exists, the law will not create it, but rather provide 
for its legal recognition in order to address insecurity that has 
historically characterized land held under customary tenure. 

2. Establishment of  a  f ramework for  the orderly  
evolution of  community  land law – in order to 
strengthen the management of this land holding system and 
to manage its relationship with other land holding systems 
(public and private), consistent with the view that community 
land is not a transitory system but rather a permanent separate 
land holding system with equal legal force.  In this connection, 
it is important to keep in mind the tenure principles on equal 
recognition and enforcement of land rights arising under all 
tenure systems1	  

 
 
	  

Purpose of the legislation: beware     
of  competing imperatives 	  
	  

Introduction	  
	  

1. See Paragraph 69 (Sect ion 
3.3.2)  entit led Overal l  Tenure 
Principles  at  p.18 of  Sessional  
Paper  No.3 of  2009 
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Box 1.  Powers Overland (Fourth Schedule)  

3. Distr ibution of  functions between the 
national  government,  the county 
government and the communit ies  in the 
governance of  community  land.   In this 
connection, it is important to keep in mind and be 
alive to the implications of the provisions of the Fourth 
Schedule to the Constitution on the distribution of 
powers over land between the national and county 
governments (see box above).  The powers that the Bill 
purports to vest on the Cabinet Secretary should be 
assessed against these provisions and the general 
principles of devolution that informed land policy 
reform generally and the creation of community land 
specifically. 

	  
4. Strengthening of  the role of  communit ies  in 

the governance of  community  land – which 
entails vesting decision-making powers on the use and 
management of community land on communities to 
be exercised directly and through their institutions.  In 
this regard, the role of traditional institutions where 
they still exist must be clearly provided for.  This 
means much more than just recourse to community 
institutions for purposes of dispute resolution.  It also 
means that the framework for governance of 
registered communities must provide space for 
traditional institutions where they exist. 

 

In order to achieve these and other objectives, the 
Community Land Bill makes provisions for, among others, 
the following issues: 

a. Incorporation of communities as legal entities 
capable of holding land, and provision for how 
communities shall be governed for this purpose 

b. Registration of community land 
c. Management of community land, including 

transactions thereon 

These objectives and issues to be addressed by the Bill are 
clearly stipulated in the National Land Policy and the 
Constitution.  However, it is important for legislators to 
recognize that there are competing imperatives informing 
discussions and decisions about the implementation of the 
land policy reforms generally and community land law in 
particular. 
 
The push for land policy reforms and for legal recognition of 
community land was underpinned by the desire to 
strengthen and secure community land rights and to hold 
back the tendency to individualization that has undermined 
these rights since colonial days.  The National Land Policy 
articulates this problem in clear terms that merit reproducing 
in full: 
 
  
 
 
 

Powers over land (Fourth Schedule) 
Part 1- National Government 
21. General principles of land planning and the coordination of planning 
by the counties 
 
Part 2 – County Governments 
8. County planning and development including: 

a) statistics 
b) land surveying and mapping 
c) boundaries and fencing 
d) housing; and 
e) electricity and gas reticulation and energy regulation 

 
Constitution of Kenya, 2010 
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The process of  individualizat ion of  tenure,  that  
is ,  land adjudicat ion and/or  consolidation,  the 
eventual  registrat ion of  interests  in land under 
the Registered Land Act  (Cap 300)  and 
declarat ion of  whole distr icts  in the pre-
independence period as  Government land has 
af fected customary tenure in two material  
respects:  
 

(a) Undermining tradit ional  resource 
management inst i tut ions;  and 
 
(b) Ignoring customary land r ights  not  
deemed to amount to ownership,  such as  
family  interests  in land,  the r ights  of  
“strangers”  ( for  example jodak among the 
Luo and the ahoi  among the Kikuyu),  and 
communal  r ights  to  c lan land (such as  r ights  
to  inkutot  land among the Maasai  and r ights  
to  kaya forests  among the Mij ikenda).  

 
In  addit ion,  there has been widespread abuse 
of  t rust  in  the context  of  both the Trust  Land Act  
(Cap 288)  and the Land (Group Representatives)  
Act  (Cap 287).  Thus county counci ls ,  which are 
the trustees of  Trust  land,  have in many cases 
disposed of  t rust  land irregularly  and i l legally.  
Further,  in  the case of  pastoral  communit ies,  
the group representatives entrusted with the 
management of  that  land have in many cases 
disposed of  group land without  consult ing the 
other  members of  their  groups 2.  
 
Clearly therefore, the major purpose to be served by the 
Community Land Act in providing for legal recognition of 
community land is to strengthen security of tenure for 
community land rights based on customary land law.  
However, this perspective is not shared by all as there are 
those who see the legal recognition of community land 
and in particular its registration as a first step  
 

towards its transformation from community to individual 
holdings. This is the perspective of those who see who see 
communal ownership of land as a constraint to its 
exploitation for development (see box below).  Such people 
see adjudication and titling of community land mainly in 
terms commercialization, so that the land may be used as 
collateral for loans and be available for sale in the market.  
These competing imperatives must be reconciled in the Act 
to ensure that it protects land rights of communities and 
provides a framework for the orderly evolution of the 
community land law. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The current version of the Bill is a great improvement on 
earlier versions, signifying that the government has taken 
into account proposals from different stakeholders on the 
earlier versions.  That said, the Bill is poorly drafted in many 
parts, and there are still a number of sticking points that 
need to be addressed before it is enacted into law.  In 
particular, attention should be paid to the following: 
1. Incorporation of  the community  for  purposes 

of  holding community  land:  the stipulation that 
communities shall register under the Societies Act 
should be reconsidered.  It is recommended that the 
registration procedure for communities be governed 
solely by the Community Land	  Act.	  

2. Powers of  the Cabinet  Secretary  over  
community  land:  these powers should be defined in 
a manner that does not undermine the devolution 
imperatives contained in the Fourth Schedule	   of the 
Constitution.  In particular, the role of county 
governments in the administration of community land is 

 
 
 
 

2. Paragraphs 64 and 65 (Section 3.3.1.2 entitled ‘Community Land’) 
at pages 15 and 16 of Sessional Paper No.3 of 2009 
	  

As it is now community land has little or no 
commercial benefit for the individuals and 
communities that live on it… By 
adjudicating and issuing titles for 
community land, we will unlock it’s 
potential as a commercial asset 

The Jubilee Manifesto, p.44 

General observations on the 
Bill 
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Section/Issue Concern Recommendation 

5(1) right to hold property 
anywhere in the country 

this provision merely repeats the 
constitutional provision, has no bearing 
on the side-note for this section, and 
adds nothing to it 

delete the sub-section, as clearly the 
entire Act is subject to the 
Constitution 

5(4) payment of compensation 
when community land is 
compulsorily acquired 

no reference is made to the community 
as a possible recipient of compensation 

amend to include community as a 
recipient of compensation upon 
compulsory acquisition 

6(1) communities on whose 
behalf county governments 
hold unregistered land 

“communities for which it is held” is not 
sufficiently clear 

Amend to read “communities 
traditionally entitled to and or 
resident on the land” 

7(1) community claiming 
interest in land to register in 
accordance with law relating to 
societies 

the law referred to here the Societies 
Act, which is grossly inadequate for 
purposes of community organization as 
a land holding unit 

the Act should provide a procedure 
for registration of a community for 
purposes of holding land, similar to 
how the Cooperatives Societies Act 
provides for and governs registration 
of cooperative societies 

 

a constitutional imperative that must be upheld.  It is 
recommended that where the Bill vests powers on the 
Cabinet Secretary, provisions be made for the same to 
be exercised in consultation with county governments. 

3. Transact ions in community  land:  including 
negotiations of investment contracts should clearly be 
stipulated to be subject to oversight by the entire 
community and subject to the approval by the majority 
of its members through clearly stipulated procedures. 

4. Orderly  evolution of  community  land law: 
should be a major focus of the Community Land Act.  
The Bill has ignored the stipulation by the National 
Land Policy that to secure community land 
government shall document and map exist ing 
forms of  communal  tenure,  whether  
customary or  contemporary,  rural  or  urban,  
in consultat ion with the affected groups,   

and incorporate them into broad principles 
that  wil l  faci l i tate the orderly  evolution of  
community  land law 3. It is important that this 
commitment is reflected in the law to be enacted for 
governance and management of community land. 
 
Observations on Specific 
Provisions 

In the Table below, we make observations on specific 
provisions of the Bill, focusing on those where we consider 
that there is need for legislators to raise issues in order to 
secure the land rights of communities.  The first column 
identifies the section of the Bill and what it provides for.  The 
second column specifies the concern with the provision; and 
the third column makes recommendations for addressing 
the concerns. 
 

3. Para 66(a) 
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Section/Issue Concern Recommendation 

8(1) Cabinet Secretary (CS) to 
develop and a comprehensive 
programme for adjudication of 
community land 

This programme should not be 
developed by the CS in isolation and 
without the participation of county 
governments 

amend to provide for the CS to 
develop the programme in 
consultation with county 
governments 

8(2) what the comprehensive 
adjudication programme will 
include 

The components of the programme 
have been adapted from what the NLP 
commits the government to do in order 
to strengthen community land.  
Unfortunately, it selectively excludes 
important stipulations in that 
commitment 

amend to provide for consultation 
with communities and the 
articulation of broad principles that 
will facilitate the orderly evolution of 
community land law as provided in 
the NLP 

8(5) CS to make rules for of 
conduct of adjudication in the 
counties 

The provision excludes county 
governments, which are the ones 
responsible for land surveying, 
mapping, boundaries and fencing 
under the Fourth Schedule to the 
Constitution 

amend to provide that the CS shall do 
this in consultation with county 
governments 

10(2): no instruments 
disposing of rights or interest 
in community land to be 
registered “except in 
accordance with this Act or any 
other written law” 

The provision suggests that an 
instrument may be registered in 
accordance with some law other than 
the Community Land Act 

Delete “or any other written law” as 
dispositions of community land can 
only be in accordance with the Act 
and/or subject to it 

11(2) CS to appoint 
adjudication officer in respect 
of community adjudication area 

provision excludes the county 
governments 

amend to provide for CS to do this 
consultation with relevant county 
government 

13(1) a registered community 
may recommend to its 
members portions of land to be 
set aside as “communal or 
reserved land and for what 
purposes”.  

provisions seems to distinguish 
between the registered community and 
its members, which are one and the 
same; and what is meant by “for what 
purpose’? 

amend provision to provide that the 
community may by resolution of the 
majority in a general meeting agree 
to reserve land for communal 
purposes 

14(2): recognition of customary 
rights of occupancy subsisting 
at the commencement of the 
Act 

provision seems to provide blanket 
validity to such rights, which should be 
subject to Article 40(6) of the 
Constitution which denies protection to 
property rights “found to have been 
unlawfully acquired” 

amend to subject such rights to the 
provisions of Article 40(6) of the 
Constitution 
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Section/Issue Concern Recommendation 

15: CS to make regulations on 
procedures for registration of 
community land 

provision excludes county governments amend to require CS to consult with 
county governments in making the 
regulations 

16(1): a registered community 
shall..... 

  

(a) administer community 
land on behalf of the 
community 

provisions seems to distinguish 
between the registered community and 
its members, which are one and the 
same 

amend to state that a registered 
community shall administer its land 
through appropriate institutions 

(b) identify the boundaries of 
the community land “for 
which it is appointed” 

clear confusion here as the community 
is not appointed by anyone 

deal with problem by property 
articulating the community 
framework for purposes of 
administering community land 

(c) liaise with the CS in 
recording rights and 
registration by the 
Registrar 

why should the CS be involved once a 
Registrar has been appointed? And how 
would such liaising be done in practice? 

delete the provision 

(d) coordinate the 
development of land use 
plans in collaboration with 
relevant authorities 

the relevant authorities are specifically 
the county government, and this should 
be stated outright 

replace “relevant authorities” with 
“the county government” 

16(2): decision of registered 
community to be binding “if 
supported by at least two thirds 
of the registered members of 
the community” 

Not clear how the two-thirds of the 
registered members get to make the 
decisions 

Amend to provide for general 
meetings, with procedures for their 
convening, and then percentage of 
those in attendance to make binding 
decisions 

23(2): “nothing in this Act 
limits the application of the 
Land Act and any other law in 
relation to compulsory 
acquisition of land 

This provision undermines the 
protection the Community Land Act is 
required to provide for community land 

Amend to read “application of the 
Land Act 2012 and any other law in 
relation to compulsory acquisition of 
community land shall be subject to 
this Act” 

24(c): conversion of community 
land to private land by 
allocation ‘subject to 
ratification by the assembly” 

 

 

this is the first and only reference to an 
assembly in the Bill. It is not even 
defined in section 2 

the same confusion about 
incorporation of the community its 
procedures for decision-making, calls 
for substantive provisions in the Bill 
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Section/Issue Concern Recommendation 

30: provides for other land use 
rights on community land 

these provisions elaborate the land use 
planning provisions of section 20 and 
should be combined 

combine sections 20 and 30 

31(5):”every man or woman 
married to a member of the 
community shall gain 
automatic membership of the 
community and such 
membership shall subsist until 
the spouses legally divorce and 
the woman remarries or the 
woman remarries after the 
death of a spouse 

apart from being badly drafted this 
section does not make sense on at least 
two counts: 

- every marriage involving Africans is 
to a member of a community, but 
only the spouse who moves to the 
community of the other (usually the 
woman) can claim membership of 
that other community 

- to say “until the spouses divorce” 
suggests divorce is inevitable! 

Amend the section to clearly stipulate 
that: 

- the spouse who moves to the 
community of the other 
automatically becomes a member 
of that community 

- replace ‘until’ with ‘unless’ in the 
reference to the spouses 
divorcing 

- replace the last word ‘spouse’ 
with ‘husband’, as otherwise it 
suggests that a woman’s spouse 
could be a woman! 

32(1): suggests that some 
transactions on a community 
land right may be exempted 
from community control and 
approval 

all transactions on community land 
should be subject to approval by the 
community in a meeting convened for 
the purpose 

amend the section to remove the 
suggestion about exemption 

32(2): “for the purposes of this 
Act, contracts over community 
land shall be carried out in a 
manner similar to transactions 
in private land as provided in 
the Land Act and registered as 
provided under the 
Registration of Land Act” 

this has the effect of diminishing the 
uniqueness of community land and 
undermines the protection provided by 
the Community Land Act 

replace “for the purposes of this Act” 
with “subject to the provisions of this 
Act” 

40(4): application of customary 
law in settlement of disputes is 
made conditional on the 
customary law not being 
“repugnant to justice and 
morality and inconsistent with 
the Constitution” 

 

 

Repugnancy clause is an unacceptable 
carry over from colonial provisions of 
the Judicature Act that should not be in 
our law 50 years after independence.  It 
is enough that customary law is 
consistent with the Constitution, as it is 
inconceivable that it could be thus and 
still repugnant to justice and morality 

Delete the words “repugnant to 
justice and morality and” so that the 
application of customary law is only 
conditional on its being consistent 
with the Constitution 
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Section/Issue Concern Recommendation 

47(4): titles issued to group 
representatives under cap 287 
shall continue to be in force 
“until new titles are issued in 
the names of the respective 
communities or other 
institutions in accordance with 
this Act” 

what other institutions could those be 
and why should community land be 
registered in the names of institutions 
other than the community? 

delete “or other institutions” 

48(1): CS to make regulations no role for county governments amend to provide for the CS to make 
regulations in consultation with 
county governments 

48(2): lists the issues regarding 
which regulations shall be 
made 

Procedures for registration of 
communities and their governance not 
covered; yet this is clearly a problem as 
indicated in several instances above 

Insert a provision for regulations to 
be made regarding “procedures for 
registration of communities and their 
governance” 

	  

	  

	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	  

	  
	  

	  

	  

Adaptation Consortium is funded by UK aid from the UK Government, however the views expressed do not necessarily reflect 
the views of the UK Government 
 

	  	  

For  more information on the Adaptation Consort ium  

Webpage:  www.adaconsortium.org 

Tel .  Phone +254720689909 

Email  –  info@adaconsortium.org/vorindi@adansortium.orhg 

Fol low us on twitter  @adaconsort ium 

	  


